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First impressions from the world’s first commercial 5G network 
In June 2018 Elisa became the first operator in the world to launch commercial service over its 5G (3.5 GHz) 
network in Tampere Finland and Tallinn Estonia 

Rewheel public research note, 17th August 2018 

Elisa (the world’s most efficient operator in turning MHz’s into gigabytes!1) invited Rewheel to try its 3.5 GHz based commercial 5G 

network in Tampere Finland. In June 2018 Elisa became the first operator in the world to launch2 commercial service over its 5G 

networks in Tampere Finland and Tallinn Estonia using a temporary 3.5 GHz test licence issued by the Finnish telecom regulator 

(Viestintävirsto). Elisa also launched commercial 5G tariff plans3 (naturally with truly unlimited data volume), so any customer that 

subscribes to a 5G plan and has a 3.5 GHz 5G compatible terminal can test the service. 

Those familiar with our research work already know Rewheel’s conviction concerning 3.5 GHz. 3.5 GHz will be a game changer 

spectrum band for mobile data capacity: unlike for mmWave (e.g. 26 GHz) this frequency has OK (acceptable) indoor penetration 

through walls and windows and the wavelength is ideal for practical-sized massive MIMO active antenna array implementations on 

the existing macro site grid. Benefits? Very high aggregate sector spectral efficiency and significant coverage improvement. Add to 

that the ~100 MHz carrier bandwidth and you will get extreme mobile data network capacity. Recent European 3.5 GHz spectrum 

auction outcomes4 confirm that leading telecom firms like Vodafone, BT, Telefonica, Hutchison have recognized the potential. 

In the last few years we followed our clients’ and other operators’ lab and field trials, liaised with vendors, studied the academic 

literature and discussed with their authors in order to be able to get a realistic view on the potentials of 3.5 GHz, 5G, TDD massive 

MIMO. The critical issues are outdoor-to-indoor coverage and aggerate sector spectral efficiency: these are the two key 

drivers of spectrum valuation ahead of spectrum auctions and fixed-to-mobile-broadband substitution business case 

models. 

Thanks to Elisa and their commercial 5G network, this is the first time that we are in the privileged position to share publicly some 

of the key insights. 

Below, we present and briefly discuss the network setup, the terminal, the locations where we used the service and finally the 

overall impressions from our trial. 

Network setup 

- 3 sites, 1 AAU sector per site  

- Huawei AAU (Active Antenna Unit) 5612  

- 64T64R massive MIMO 

- 100 MHz, 40 watts (up to 200W possible with this hardware)  

- Grid of beams beamforming (so NOT yet TDD reciprocity based massive MIMO!) 

- Currently both uplink and downlink on 3.5 GHz, i.e. no uplink decoupling (e.g. LTE 1800 or 800) at the moment 

- Sites are relatively far from each other, there are several LTE sites in between, testing of contiguous 5G cellular 

coverage was thus NOT yet possible 

- No handover between the 5G sites  

                                                           

1 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/finnish-like-unlimited-mobile-data-model-now-europe-pal-zarandy/ 
2 http://corporate.elisa.com/news-room/press-releases/elisa-press-release/?id=74816483692765 
3 https://elisa.fi/kauppa/#!/nettiliittymat/mobiililaajakaista 
4 http://research.rewheel.fi/insights/2018_apr_3.4GHz_valuation_paradigm_change/ 
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Source: Google maps, Rewheel, site locations provided by Elisa 

 

Photo: Rewheel 

User Equipment 

We used Huawei’s 5G/WiFi CPE (5G WiFi router) for the tests. Due to some temporary technical reasons, the radio bandwidth of 

the used piece of equipment was limited to 50 MHz (while 100 MHz was deployed on the network side). So unfortunately, this time 

we could not test the full single user throughput that is possible with 100 MHz radio bandwidth. 
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Test locations 

We tried the service in two locations: 

 

Indoor location: 2nd floor of Elisa’s office building. No line of sight. The antenna is on the roof of the same building, above the 6 th 

floor but shooting in a different direction. Glasses: office windows typical for bit older Finnish office buildings (a wind-catcher glass 

on the outside, a multi-layer sandwich thermal glass on the inside) 

 

Source: Google maps, Rewheel 
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Outdoor location: parking lots next to the Elisa office building, direct line of sight to the 5G antenna on top n(6 floors) of Elisa’s 

office building 
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Source: Google maps, Rewheel 

Throughput 

First we tried simply the OpenSignal smartphone app, while our phone was connected to the 5G CPE via WiFi. In this setup the 

OpenSignal app measured (only) around 100 Mbit/s downlink throughput in both the indoor and the outdoor location. We checked 

the throughput also on a test PC that was directly connected to the 5G router via an ethernet cable. Huawei’s UDP-based test 

program showed much higher downlink throughputs, see snapshots below. 

Outdoor location: very steady downlink throughput around 360 Mbit/s. There is a red and blue curve. The red curve shows the user-

plane throughput, the blue the MAC layer throughput. The fact that the two curves are basically identical shows that the radio 

conditions were near ideal and thus there were no RLC layer retransmission. 

 

Photo: Rewheel 

Indoor location: quite steady downlink throughput between 250 to 300 Mbit/s. The blue curve (MAC layer) is somewhat higher than 

the red curve (user-plane), indicating that there are some RLC layer retransmissions. 

 

Photo: Rewheel 
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So again, these user throughputs were measured at 50 MHz carrier bandwidth. If the terminal operated at 100 MHz bandwidth then 

most likely we could have seen roughly twice as high throughput, around 700 Mbit/s that Elisa reported5 in an earlier Helsinki-based 

field trial, measured inside a van, about 500 meters from the antenna. Note that Elisa’s commercial 5G tariff plan limits the downlink 

throughput to 600 Mbit/s. 

 

Source: Elisa.fi (google translated) 

We haven’t tried to track down the root causes why the smartphone OpenSignal app measured so much lower throughput: was the 

WiFi or the Nokia 6 smartphone the bottleneck? Or the difference between TCP vs UDP-based throughput measurement 

methodology? 

 

Source: Open Signal android app snapshot from Rewheel’s Nokia 6 

Insights from lessons learned so far by Elisa’s network experts 

A comprehensive test of Elisa’s 5G network was not the subject of our trial. After trying the 5G service we were left with the 

impression that even though we are in the very early days of the technology the actual performance was fairly good and meets at 

large the industry expectations (the realistic ones, not the several Gbit-hype expectations). More importantly though, in this visit, 

we had the opportunity to discuss with Elisa’s network experts about some key technical issues, use cases and get valuable insights 

from the lessons they learned so far.  

The (indoor) coverage bottleneck is the uplink. While on the downlink side it is possible to turn up the transmit power up to 200 

watts (currently 40 watt is used), the terminal transmit power is limited. So often the downlink throughput is still very strong but the 

service starts to erratically cut off due to the weak uplink, which carries essential signalling. Uplink-downlink decoupling, when the 

3.5 GHz 5G carrier is used only for downlink and the uplink is carried by e.g. 1800 or 800 MHz LTE, should solve this issue. 

Elisa carried out drive tests to compere the coupling loss between the 1800 MHz and the 3.5 GHz bands and had the courtesy to 

publicly share the chart below. According to the scatter plot the measured difference is around 5-6 dB, which is broadly in line with 

industry estimates. This already partially includes the beam forming gain in the case of 3.5 GHz NR, however the beamforming 

gain will be somewhat higher in case of the PSDCH channels that carry the user plane traffic than in the case of the signalling 

channels (SSB) that was measured in the test.  

                                                           

5 https://www.hs.fi/kaupunki/art-2000005572103.html 
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Source: Elisa 

Elisa’s experts believe that the deployment of 100 MHz bandwidth at 3.5 GHz in their existing macro site grid will enable them to 

offer a reliable 200-300 Mbit/s 5G-based home broadband service. Moreover, their share the view that the current massive MIMO 

implementation, which is based on a grid of semi-static beams, won’t enable as dramatically high sector spectral efficiency as real 

TDD reciprocity based massive MIMO will in the future (See: Massive MIMO has unlimited capacity6). However, they believe that 

even though they have the world’s most loaded LTE network (unlimited mobile data tariffs, heavily used for home broadband FMS), 

even this more “simplistic” massive MIMO solution will provide more than enough aggregate sector spectral efficiency and thus 

capacity than needed, for many years. 

Concluding thoughts 

The user throughputs we could experience during our two quick tests were in line with our expectations and experiences with other 

trials.  We saw 250 to 360 Mbit/s at 50 MHz bandwidth in Elisa’s 5G network.  

With 100 MHz bandwidth the realistic user throughputs will still be below 1 Gbit/s. The 3-4 Gbit/s throughputs measured in some 

3.5 GHz 5G massive MIMO lab tests are achieved by special terminals where the receive antennas are separated from each other 

by some half a meter or more, and the base station antenna is only a few meters away (large angular distance). In this way each 

receive antenna can get an independent beam, and by aggregating the independent streams we can get even 3 or more Gbit/s 

aggregated throughput. In real life implementations the receive antennas will be in the same device, separated only by a few 

centimetres, and they will receive the same beam (very low angular distance). 

While even at 100 MHz the speeds will be below the gigabit fiber speeds (Elisa’s 5G mobile broadband plan limits the speed to 600 

Mbit/s), these speeds will be suitable for high demand home broadband/TV connectivity. 

Compared to gigabit LTE, the game changer features of the 3.5 GHz band won’t be single user speeds but instead the aggregate 

mobile data network capacity. This we couldn’t (and were not planning to) test, but Elisa’s network experts confirmed our views.  

Going forward, the two most important aspects for the valuation of 3.5 GHz band ahead of upcoming spectrum auctions in Europe 

and for fixed-to-mobile broadband substitution business cases will be 1) aggregate sector spectral efficiency 2) indoor coverage 

                                                           

6 https://www.wirelessweek.com/news/2018/03/study-shows-massive-mimo-could-offer-unlimited-capacity 
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from the existing macro site grid. Elisa’s network experts confirmed our views that the spectral efficiency gain will be very substantial 

and the indoor coverage challenge is solvable by using lower LTE bands for uplink. 

Thanks 

We would like to thank Jari Salo, Eetu Prieur, Antti Ihanainen and Henri Korpi from Elisa for hosting us and sharing their valuable 

insights. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


